
Remote Eyes®                                           Enterprise Data Server
Centralized management of store and employee performance for multi-location chains

Network Con�guration

Remote Eyes Enterprise Data Server is the most powerful solution available for multi-location 
chain retail and hospitality operators who need to tighten management controls of store and 
employee performance while reducing losses due to internal theft and fraud. Enterprise Data 
Server goes beyond commonly available integrated point of sale (POS) video surveillance solu-
tions by providing 100% network-based POS integration, support for unlimited POS terminals, 
and support for unlimited camera systems.  Enterprise Data Server o�ers a single centralized data-
base that aggregates POS transaction activity for all stores in the chain in real-time and with 
instant access to integrated surveillance video.  Enterprise Data Server even allows the chain 
operator to mix multiple POS system types into a single database with a common look and feel for 
transaction searching and reporting.  

Enterprise Data Server is licensed software that 
lets you build your own private "cloud" solution 
for managing store operations. Enterprise Data 
Server requires network access to your store level 
POS system to acquire real-time transaction data 
(if your POS server is lower-end, data collection 
software may be required at the store location) 
and to each store's DVR/NVR system to remotely 
search and retrieve video.  POSWatch Enterprise 
Client requires network access to your Remote 
Eyes Enterprise Data Server and communicates 
using encrypted sessions for added data security.

POS Data Integration
Remote Eyes has over 10 years of experience creat-
ing network integrations with POS systems.  Our 
library of �eld proven POS integrations exceeds 50 
di�erent systems' manufacturers and 

Remote Eyes Enterprise Data Server o�ers a single 
database, storing transaction data originating 
from all locations in the owner's chain of stores.  
The single aggregated database allows rapid and 
powerful searching and reporting of data for all 
sites simultaneously.  The owner can easily gener-
ate reports comparing store and employee 
performance data across his entire chain.  Even if 
the chain uses multiple types of POS systems at 
various stores, Enterprise Data Server can still 
normalize data searching and reporting for all 
locations.

Centralized Database

Text Overlay
When used with Remote Eyes DVR/NVR camera 
systems, Enterprise Data Server is one of the few 
software solutions available that features true 
network-based text overlay with a video surveillance 
system.  True text overlay where the text is burned 
into the video archive and cannot be edited or 
altered after the fact is extremely critical to the 
owner's ability to produce court admissible forensic 
video evidence in cases where management action 
or prosecution is justi�ed.  Hardware text inserters 
are costly, high maintenance (labor costs), and 
cannot be centralized.  Systems that place a facsimile 
of the receipt alongside the camera image are not 
court admissible.  And systems that superimpose 
text on video during playback are vulnerable to 
tampering because the text data is stored separate 
from the video.

TM

leads the market.  Network integration has many 
advantages over traditional serial data integration, 
including: real-time, 100% �delity, no missed trans-
actions, and no need to print receipts.
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Product Features
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Data Searching and Reporting
The Enterprise Data Server database incorporates POS 
transactions from all store locations into a single database 
and normalizes them regardless of POS type.  This creates 
an extremely powerful opportunity for enterprise-wide 
data searching and reporting that allows the chain owner 
to quickly identify performance and loss prevention 
laggards and leaders both by store and by employee.  

User Accounts and Data Views
Enterprise Data Server allows the chain owner to create 
multiple user accounts for various levels of management 
to restrict data views to only those stores where manage-
ment has a need to know.  Remote client access allows 
managers on the go to pull data, reports and video 
instantly.

Remote Video Search and Retrieval
Each individual transaction record in the Enterprise Data 
Server database can be uniquely associated on demand 
with the corresponding video clip from the store video 
archive.  Using Remote Eyes DVR/NVR software, the video 
evidence can be quickly and easily downloaded and 
archived to DVD or USB for easy distribution.   Remote 
Eyes video can also be distributed by email and is readily 
compatible with o�ce applications such as Word and 
PowerPoint. 

>  Real-time network integration with store-level POS
     servers

>  Court-admissible POS transaction text overlay on
     video

>   Structured database search and reporting

>   Single aggregated database for all stores and
      employees in chain

>  Standard and custom store-level and chain wide
     reports

>   Remote network client with unlimited concurrent 
      connections

>   Remote video search and retrieval from store camera
      system

>   Customizable email alerts report transaction 
      exceptions exceeding threshold limits

>   Share video easily using Remote Eyes DVR/NVR

Enterprise Data Server monitors your POS transaction and 
system status data for all DVR/NVRs in your network in real-time 
continuously.  Exceptions are emailed to appropriate sta� using 
Enterprise Data Server’s customizable email noti�cation system

Email Alerts and Health Montior
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>   System health monitoring with email alerts

>   Enterprise address book for all DVR/NVRs in network

Enterprise Address Book
Enterprise Data Server maintains all access and secure password 
information for the DVR/NVRs in your network.  This information 
is used to control secure access to your video for both live 
monitoring and video clip search and retrieval.  The Enterprise 
Data Server administrator can instantly share network address 
changes with all registered users.  The administrator can also 
immediately protect your network from unauthorized access in 
the event of personnel changes in your organization.




